Intraoperative Frozen Section for Margin Evaluation During Radical Prostatectomy: A Systematic Review.
Surgical margin status and preservation of the neurovascular bundles (NVB) are important prognostic indicators for oncological and functional outcomes of patients undergoing radical prostatectomy (RP). Intraoperative frozen section (IFS) has been used to evaluate margin status during surgery with the intention of reducing positive surgical margins (PSMs) and guiding safe preservation of the NVBs during RP, but its value is controversial. To evaluate current literature comparing outcomes of men undergoing RP with IFS versus RP without IFS. Medline, Embase, and Cochrane Library searches for all relevant publications (PROSPERO ID CRD42019125940), including comparative studies reporting on men undergoing RP with and without IFS, were performed. Outcomes of interest were surgical margin status, long-term oncological outcomes, NVB status, and erectile function (EF) recovery. Data were narratively synthesised in light of methodological and clinical heterogeneity of included studies. After screening 834 publications, 10 nonrandomised retrospective comparative studies (including 16 897 patients) were retrieved. The technique of IFS differed considerably between studies. Eight studies reported a reduction in PSM rates (-1.4% to -14.5%) with IFS, though two studies report higher PSM rates (+0.4% and +10%) with IFS. Three studies reported on long-term oncological outcomes, and no difference was seen with IFS. Three studies reported on the performance of IFS systematically at the posterolateral margin of the prostate (neurovascular structure-adjacent frozen-section examination [NeuroSAFE] technique). In all these three studies, either NVB preservation or EF recovery was improved. All studies were deemed to be at either a serious or a moderate risk of bias. No randomised controlled trials were identified, and significant heterogeneity existed with regard to many features of the studies included. Within the limitations of this review, the evidence suggests that IFS during RP can facilitate a modest reduction in PSM rates. There is evidence that IFS performed systematically at the posterolateral margin of the prostate can facilitate more NVB preservation. However, in the main, the lack of prospective, randomised, standardised research with long-term oncological and functional outcomes precludes strong conclusions and highlights the need for such studies. The data of this review suggest that frozen section sampling of the prostate (ie, whilst the patient is still asleep) during prostate cancer surgery can reduce the likelihood of cancer being detected at the edge of the removed prostate. It also finds that a type of frozen section analysis (neurovascular structure-adjacent frozen-section examination [NeuroSAFE] technique) can help allow the nerves around the prostate to be left intact safely during surgery. However, the studies in this review are very different from one another and generally at a high risk of errors. Therefore, comparisons and conclusions must be made carefully.